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PLEXUS

LOCATION

SAHASRAR CHAKRA
Location: TOP OF HEAD

CONCERNED ABODES & ELEMENTS

It is the abode of “NIRANJAN” who resides in the
body as in the form of Mind(Mann) which is the
Death (kaal) of every human being. The Element
“Sky” produced from the word “R-RANKAR” is to
be found here.

AJNA CHAKRA
Location: MEDULA PLEXUS

VISHUDDHA CHAKRA
Location: THROAT

It is the abode of a Soul with two lotus leaves.

It is the abode of Adhya Shakti.

It is the abode of Lord Shiva & Parvati. 70 kinds of
ANAHATA CHAKRA
Location: HEART

musical sounds emanate from here & are heard in
Bhanwar Gufa (present above forehead in
between the two nostrils).The Element “Fire”
produced from word “JYOTI NIRANJAN” is to be
found here.

MANIPURA CHAKRA
Location: NAVEL

It is the abode of Lord Vishnu & Lakshmi.The
whole of our body is being controlled from the
region of navel.The Element “Air” produced from
word “SOHANG” is to be found here.

It is the abode of Lord Brahma & Savitri. It is the
controlling centre of all the physical bodies
SWADHISTHANA CHAKRA
Location: HYPOGASTRIC PLEXUS

present in the universe which are being created
out of sexual contacts. The Element “Water”
produced from the word “ONKAAR” is to be found
here.

MULADHARA CHAKRA
Location: PELVIC PLEXUS

It is the abode of Lord Ganesh.The
Element “Earth” produced from the
word “SATT” is to be found here.

All 7 Chakras (Root Chakra to Crown Chakra) that are present in human body comes under the territory
of Kaal Niranjan.
Meditation onto these chakras (plexuses) can only generate immense physical powers which in reality are
the "Mind Powers" (also known as Divya Shakti's). We cannot generate true "Spiritual Powers"
(Aadhyatmik Shakti's) of a Soul by meditating onto any of the 7 Chakras.
Kaal Niranjan (Mind-Mann) resides in Sahasrar Chakra (Crown Chakra) from where he regulates every
individual being (except Satguru) in this mortal world. No individual Soul (our own true-self) can liberate
from the territory of universe (3 lok's) even by meditating onto any of the 7 Chakras which is the creation
of Kaal Niranjan.

